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PREFACE
The Ministry of Water Resources of the People’s Republic of China (CMWR) and the
National Board of Waters and the Environment of the Republic of Finland (FNBWE)
signed an agreement in December 1991 on “Chinese—Finnish Cooperative Research
Work on Dambreak Dynamics”. The program stipulated in the Agreement mainly
includes:
1. An investigation of dam safety research in China;
2. A physical model experiment with a fixed breach;
3. Development of a numerical model for dam break.
According to the Agreement, the first task should be performed by experts from the
Institute of Water Conservancy and Hydroelectric Power Research (IWHR) together
with experts from relevant provincial Departments of Water Resources under the
authorization of CMWR. Experts from FNBWE will also take part in partial field
investigations in China.
Since the early 1992, a working panel formed by experts from IWHR and Departments
of Water Resources of Liaoning, Henan, Zhejiang Provinces has been working on field
investigations, data collection and analyzing. Five Finnish experts from FNBWE took
part in the field investigations of ten hydraulic projects carried out in Liaoning, Henan
and Zhejiang Provinces.
The manuscript of the investigation report drafted by Chinese experts was put forward
in Beijing in October, 1992, and the formal report scheduled for international
publication was finally completed after an extensive and intensive discussion by experts
from both sides, Chinese and Finnish, in Helsinki in November, 1992.
1 GENERAL STATUS OF RESERVOIR AND
DAM SAFETY IN CHINA
Reservoirs in China are generally classified in four grades according to the storage
capacity as shown in Table 1.
Based on statistics dating from 1950 to 1980, there are altogether 86,852 reservoirs in
China (excepting Taiwan Province) with a total capacity of 413 x i0 m3.
Table 1. Grades of reservoir.
Grades of reservoir Storage capacity m3 Numbers
Large—sized C> 100 x 106 326
Med—sized 100 x 106> C> 10 x 106 2,298
Small—sized—A 10 x 106> C> 1 x 106 14,108
Small—sized—B C < 1 x 106 70,120
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Reservoirs in China have made tremendous contributions to multi—purpose utilization
of water resources, creating benefits and mitigating disasters, promoting national
economic development as well as ensuring the safety of people’s lives and properties.
On the other hand, there were also lots of unsafe factors in the design, construction,
operation and management of reservoirs. Some projects had symptoms of unsafe
tendencies, whereas some of them even showed threat of failure. According to relevant
statistics dating from 1954 to 1980, about 3,4 % of the dams had failed, among which
98,3 % were earth dams and 96 % were small—sized reservoirs. The chronological
distribution of the relative dam break rates in terms of
1980
= Ni / Ni , where Ni—dams failed in a certain year, is shown in Fig. 1.
1954
In the recent 10 years, however, owing to the establishment of rules and regulations and
the development of technique in design, construction, operation and management,
especially after a lot of defective or dangerous reservoirs were consolidated, few dam
break events have happened in China.
Some characteristics of dam failure events collected during the present investigation are
listed in Table 2.
According to the statistics, causes of dam break in China can generally be classified in
six categories as indicated in Table 3.
2 MODEL STUDIES IN SITU ON FUSE PLUG DAMS
As a great number of existing reservoirs have still failed to provide sufficient spill
facilities, the fuse plug dam serving as an emergency spiliway has played an important
role in the solving of dam safety problems in China. Studies on the fuse plug dam,
especially large—scale model studies in situ, have been carried out in many projects
since the end of the 1970s.
20
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Fig. 1. Chronological distribution of relative dam break rate (up to 1980).
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Table 3. Causes of dam break and its percentages.
NO. Causes Percentage
1 Overtopping, including 51.5
(1) insufficiency of spill facilities 42.0
(2) extreme flood exceeding design criteria 9.5
2 Piping and other seepage problems, including 29.1
(1) piping in dam body 22.7
(2) piping at foundation 1.3
(3) piping around spillway 0.6
(4) piping around tunnel 4.5
3 Other structural problems 9.4
(1) slope slide of dam body 2.6
(2) quality trouble in spiliway
- 6.0
(3) quality trouble in tunnel 0.8
4 Poor management, including 4.2
(1) decrease of reservoir standard for flood control due to 1.1
over storage prior to flood season
(2) poor maintenance and operation 1.3
(3) temporary bag dam on spillway crest failed to remove 0.5
in time
(4) no one in charge of management 1.3
5 Others, including 4.6
(1) spillway blocked due to bank slide in reservoir 1.7
(2) digging breach on dam face for discharging 2.3
(3) poor planning of general layout of project 0.6
6 Unknowns 1.2
2.1 Fuse Plug Dam Model Test for Dahuofang Reservoir
The Dahuofang Reservoir is a large reservoir, controlling a catchment area of 5437 km2.
The dam is of a clay core gravel fill type, 49.2 m high, creating a reservoir capacity of
2.19 billion m3. It has a main gated spillway with 5 spans, each 10.4 m wide, and an
(first) over—flow spillway, 180 m wide, for emergency operation. The reservoir,
reasonably well designed and good in construction quality, has never been in any
abnormal situations and has made a sound contribution to flood control, inigation, water
supply for industry as well as power generation since it was completed and began
functioning in 1958. A flood with a frequency of nearly 0.01 was successfully retarded
by the reservoir in 1960.
However, according to a new criterion issued by the Ministry of Water Resources in
1975, the reservoir should also be checked with the PMP of 580 mm in three days.
Hence, it was decided that, in addition to a 0.45 m rise to the dam, a second emergency
spiliway, 150 m wide and 360 m long, was to be built on the right bank of the dam
about 250 m away from the first emergency spillway. The second emergency spillway
with a pilot scouring type fuse plug dam 9 m high on the crest would be in operation
together with the existing spillways when the reservoir level reaches an elevation of
17
137.7 m and would possibly continue increasing, which would happen only in a flood
with occurrence frequency of 0.01 %.
The fuse plug dam is an inclined clay core gravel fill dam, 9 m high with 5 pilot
channels standing equidistantly on the crest, each 2 m wide, 1.9 m deep, to be
controlled by a 2.0 m x 0.8 m steel gate with a 1.1 m high breast wall. The general
layout of the fuse plug dam is shown in Fig. 2. Some physical characteristics of the
embankment materials are listed in Table 4.
The embankment materials in the dam body were compacted in layers by tractor,
making an average dry unit weight of 2.05 T/m3; However, the materials in the loam
core were compacted in layers by pneumatic—tryed roller, yielding an average dry unit
weight of 1.65 T/m3.
The model test of the fuse plug dam was carried out in a tailrace, where discharge
could be regulated. The maximum discharge of 150 rn3/s was made available by
regulating the guide vane opening of the two turbines installed in the Dahuofang
Hydropower Station. The model dam had only geometric similarity in cross section to
the prototype in scale of 1:3 with a height of 3 m and 15.4 m in length built in the
tailrace about 80 m downstream of the draft tube exit of the power house, thus creating
a model reservoir capacity of about 7000 m3.
entiy
1 1
Fig. 2. General layout of the fuse plug dam.
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Table 4. Physical properties of embankment materials.
Dry Sort of Spec. Mud. Gradation (mm, %) K C 0
unit mate— W. cont. cmJs kg! 00
weight rials % > 20 20 10 2 0.5 0.25 0.10 0.05 <0.005 cm2
I I I I I
10 2 0.5 0.25 0.10 0.05 0.005
1.62— Soil 2.74 3 5 6 12 12 41 21 1.23 0.43 16
1.65 x 10
Gravel 2.68 4.8 43 7 10 23 12 5
2.04
The embankment materials and the quality of the embankment in the model dam were
the same as used in the prototype. Building of the model was repeated twice. Samplings
showed that the average dry unit weight of the embanked materials in the dam body
and in the core were 2.03 t/m3 and 1.62 t/m3 respectively in the first model, 2.04 t/m3
and 1.65 t/m3 in the second model.
The test conditions in these two models differed only in reservoir water level. The first
model test was conducted under the reservoir level of about 2.80 m which was
equivalent to water depth of 0.43 m in the pilot channel, slightly less than what
occurred in the prototype which was 0.6 m. It took 19 mm 30 s from the inception of
pilot scouring to the complete break of the dam. In the second model test, the reservoir
level was kept around 2.56 m, corresponding to a depth of 0,28 n in the pilot channel,
which was much lower but would still have been a little higher than in the prototype,
if it were converted to 0.2 m according to the model scale of 1:3. The whole process of
the dam break was finished within 34 mm 15 s.
Reservoir water levels, supplies, discharges from the breach, time—contours of scouring
to the dam body and to the core, as well as flow patterns were measured and recorded
during the tests. Some of these are shown in Photos 1—6, and Figs 3 and 4.
Some characteristics of the model dam break are listed in Table 5.
Table 5. Characteristics of the model darn break.
Test runs Average Remain— Pilot channel Dam body
water ing height
depth in of the
pilot inclined Duration Depth of Rate of Duration Length Rate of
channel core (m) of break down down of scou— scoured scouring(m) (mm) cutting cutting ring (m) (rn/mm)
(m) (rn/mm) (mm)
First 0.43 < 0.5 9 2.0 0.22 9 11.4 1.27
Second 0.28 0.5 22 1.6 0.07 12 11.6 0.97
\J::r!I
Photo 3. 04’
left side wall fell down,
lateral scouring increased.
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Photo 2. 02’
undermining takes place
behind the left side wall.
S
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Photo 5. 07’
inclined core fell down
for the first time.
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Photo 1. 00’
lifting of gate, start of
pilot scouring.
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Photo 4. 05’
pilot channel collapsed.
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Photo 6. 09’
pilot channel was washed
away, lateral scouring developed.
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Fig. 3. Hydrographs of water level and discharge from the first model test.
Fig. 4. Scouring time—contours from the first model test.
It can be concluded from the model results that the pilot scouring type fuse plug dam
is feasible for use as an emergency spill facility. In water depth of 0.43 m, even 0.28
in, the pilot channel could be scoured down, thus leading to complete break of the dam
140
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of dam break
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within the expected time, though the embankment materials and the construction quality
were the same as in the prototype. Concern for the similarity and conformity between
model and. prototype would require further investigation in the future.
2.2 Fuse Plug Dam Model Test for Nanshan Reservoir
The Nanshan Reservoir located on Changle River is a multipurpose project mainly for
irrigation, and is to be interfaced with flood control as well as power generation. It
contains an earth dam of 70 m in height, a main spillway, an emergency spiliway, a
tunnel spiliway and a power plant. The reservoir controls a catchment area of 110 km2
with a total impounding capacity of 103 million m3.
The project was designed with a flood frequency of 0.01 and checked with that of
0.001.
The emergency spiliway with a discharge of 2975 m3/s would be in operation together
with the main spillway while an extreme flood occurs. It is 110 m wide with an
overflow crest divided into 3 sections by concrete piers. Each crest is concrete—paved
with a step difference of 1.0 m in elevation. The fuse plug dams are situated on each
fixed overflow crest to keep the water level, which also has a pool level difference of
0.5 m on the top. The general layout and the cross sections of the fuse plug dams are
shown in Fig. 5.
A fuse plug dam test with a dam type nearly similar to the prototype was conducted in
the chute of the main spiliway of the project, where the second bottom sill of the
second energy dissipating basin was available to be selected as the fixed crest of the
test dam. The test dam was 2.5 m in height (including the fixed crest height of 1.5 m)
and 13.5 m long with a crest width of 1.0 m, thus creating a test reservoir capacity of
about 1900 m3.
The pilot channel, 2.0 m wide and 0.5 m deep was located on the right side of the test
fuse plug dam. The plan and the cross sections are shown in Fig. 6.
Filling materials used in the test dam were almost the same as materials used in the
prototype. The physical properties of the materials are shown in Table 6.
The process of the construction of the test dam was almost the same as the one adopted
for the prototype. The inclined clay core was filled in layers, each 0.15 to 0.20 m thick
compacted by tampers. The water content requirement was not to be higher than 18 %
and the dry unit weight not less than 1.65 t/m3. The downstream shell of the dam was
filled in layers with watered material with an average dry unit weight of 1.72 t/m3,
which was calculated from 19 samples.
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Fig. 5. General layout of the emergency spillway fuse plug dam.
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Fig. 6. Plan and cross sections of the test fuse plug dam.
Table 6. Physical properties of filling materials of the test fuse plug dam.
No. of Water Wet Dry Gradation (mm, %) Shear strength
SAMP cont. unit unit W.
(%) weight (tim3) > 20 20 2 0.5 0.05 00(tim I I I 0.005 cm2)
2 0.5 0.05 0.005
1 18.0 2.1 1.7 18 25 24 16 17 30 0.43
2 29 54 17
3 69 22 4 5
*) Samples No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 were used for core filling, filter and shell filling respectively.
Before the test, a water level gauge was installed 5 m in front of the dam to observe the
reservoir water level. A square mesh of 1.0 m x 1.0 m indicating orthogonal coordinate
was drawn up on the downstream slope surface to show the process of erosion.
The period in which each node of the square mesh was washed away and the inclined
core was cut down were to be recorded so as to analyze the erosion rate. In addition,
cameras and video—tape recorders were provided to record the erosion process of the
downstream shell of the dam.
C,,
q
Lfl
4
plan
2.0 I
2.4
I— I
4.35
(1) fixed weir
(4) gravel shell
(2) inclined core
(5) pilot channel
(3) filter
The test was conducted in the afternoon of March 25, 1978.
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At 15:48’30”, the reservoir water level reached the bottom elevation of the pilot channel
and the test was immediately begun. Meanwhile the clock was reset to 00:00’OO”.
At 3’OS” the water depth in the pilot channel rose to 0.05 m, and seepage flow was
observed on the downstream slope surface at the middle height of the downstream
gravel shell of the dam.
At 16b00u, a flowing notch was basically fonned. With the increase of flow in the notch,
the erosion started to develop laterally toward the dam body.
As the lateral erosion kept developing, part of the inclined core of the dam was
gradually denuded, peeled off and finally fell down under the action of water pressure.
Immediately the neighboring part of the core was denuded, peeled off and cut down.
Such a process of erosion repeatedly took place 7 times during the dam break.
The erosion process of the downstream slope of the dam is shown in Fig. 7.
r’
13
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Fig. 7. Erosion process of the downstream slope.
The dam break took 37 minutes altogether. The average erosion rate of the inclined
core and the downstream slope were 0.46 rn/mm and 0.65 rn/mm respectively.
The reservoir water level was kept constant with a slight fluctuation during the test,
while the discharge increased from 4.4 m3/s when the notch was just formed to a
maximum of 15.5 m3/s when the dam was all washed away as shown in Fig. 8.
1) water level hydrograph
2) discharge hydrograph
3) average discharge hydrograph
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Fig. 8. Water level and discharge hydrographs.
The relationship of erosion rate between the prototype and models was finally
established as follows
R =RL°55p mr
where R — erosion rate in prototype, Rm — erosion rate in model, L — length scale of
model.
Conclusions
(1) The erosion process of the fuse plug dam can approximately be divided into 3
stages: downstream slope erosion, denudation of the inclined core and the collapse
of the inclined core.
(2) In addition to the water head, the main factors affecting the erosion rate were the
type and the thickness of the inclined core. However, the filling materials of the
filter and the dam shell seemed to be of little influence on the erosion rate.
(3) The duration of the whole dam break was 37 minutes, of which 16 minutes were
taken by the erosion of the pilot channel section and 21 minutes by the dam body
section. The former seemed to be a little longer than was expected. The erosion
rate of the inclined core was 0.46 m/min, which also seemed to be slightly
slower.
(4) The water head of 0.31 m in the pilot channel seemed to be able to initiate the
fuse plug dam break in the expected time.
(5) According to the test results, pilot scouring fuse plug dams seemed to be feasible
and effective for use as a measure to help ensure dam safety.
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2.3 Fuse Plug Darn Model Test for Yahekou Reservoir
The fuse plug dam of Yahekou Reservoir was designed to be 11.2 m high with a crest
width of 5.0 m. Its upstream and downstream slopes were 1:3 and 1:2.5 respectively.
Serial model tests were conducted including central and inclined clay—core sand—filled
dams for search of the mechanism of the fuse plug dam break and the influence of
various dam types and different model scales on erosion rates.
The Research activities involved two phases.
The first phase, including 31 test runs with model dam heights of 5.6 m, 2.8 m and 1.4
m respectively, was mainly carried out for comparison of erosion characteristics of dam
types and for establisment of relationship of erosion rate in the prototype and the
models for inclined core sand—filled dams.
The second phase, including 21 test runs with model dam heights of 5.6 m, 2.24 m,
1.49 m, 1.12 m, 0.75 m and 0.56 m respectively, was carried out mainly for establish
ment of relationship of vertical erosion rate in the prototype and the models for clay
core sand—filled dams.
The test of a 5.6 m high fuse plug dam with a clay core was conducted in the spiliway
chute of Yahekou Reservoir. The chute was 60 m wide at the bottom. A pier was built
to partition the chute into two portions. The right one, 30.5 m wide at the bottom, was
used for the fuse plug dam test and the left one, 21.8 m wide, was blocked with a
conventional homogeneous earth dam. These are shown in Fig. 9.
The test dam was 5.6 m high with a crest width of 4 m, which created a test reservoir
capacity of 46,000 m3. Its upstream and downstream slopes were 1:3 and 1:2.5
respectively. The core was made of heavy loam, the cross section of which was a
trapezoid with bottom width of 2.5 m and upstream and downstream slopes of 1:0.17.
However, the top width of the core was 1.08 m in the pilot channel section and 0.8 m
in the non—pilot channel section. The top of the core was 0.5 m lower than that of the
dam. A wave breaker, 0.4 m thick, was made of lime—cement stone masonry standing
on the core and 1 m higher than the dam crest. The upstream slope of the dam was
protected with block stones of 0.3 m thick, and instead of stones, the downstream slope
was paved with heavy loam, 0.3 ni thick.
The pilot channel of the fuse plug dam was located on the right side of the dam. It was
1.5 m wide and 1.3 m deep with a bottom slope of zero before the gate and 5 %
downstream from the gate. The channel, except the bottom downstream of the gate
which was built of dry—laid bricks, was all made of grouted—brick work with 50#low_
grade cement mortar, along which 13 joints, each 0.8 m apart, were made and sealed
with asphalt felt. 11 prefabricated concrete slabs dimensioned 210 x 40 x 15 cm each
were installed on the top of the pilot channel. A timber structure gate, 1.35 m high and
1.60 m wide, was installed in a wooden frame which was embedded in both side walls
and the bottom of the channel. Dam shells were filled with coarse sands taken from
Baihe River, controlling the compacting factor to be about 0.67 and the mud content to
not exceed 5 %. The core was built of heavy silty loam with tamping dry unit weight
of 1.67 t/m3. The physical properties of the filling materials are listed in Table 7.
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Table 7. Physical properties of filling materials.
No. of Gradation (mm) Name of Consistence Shear strength Leakage
sample sort coeffic—
20 2 0.5 0.25 2 0.05 < Li— P1— P1— r = 1.65 ient (rd
— —
— —
—
— 0.005 quid astic astic =
2 0.5 0.25 0.1 0.05 0.005 (%) limit limit in— (cmls)
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) dex 0’ C (kg!(%) cm2)
1 3.5 25.0 67.0 4.0 medium
sands
2 34.0 55.5 8.0 2.5 gravelly
coarse
sands
3 18.5 52.5 29.0 heavy 34.7 20.3 14.4 18.1 0.24 7.32 ,
silty loam i0’
* sample No. 1 and No. 2 were used for shell filling, No. 3 for core filling
Water gauges were installed in front of the pilot channel, at the downstream toe of the
dam and 56.8 m downstream from the darn axis for measuring of water level. In
addition, three suspension cables were erected respectively at the dam axis, 4 m
upstream and 4 m downstream of the dam axis for hanging plumb bobs for measure
ment of the water surface slope in the notch. For velocity measurement, 3 radar
velocimeters were mounted in a section 12.1 m downstream from the dam axis and
another two in the section 61.8 rn downstream from the dam axis.
A mesh pattern with mesh size of 1.50 x 1.75 m was drawn up on the downstream
slope surface of the darn to indicate the erosion process which was recorded by video
tape recorder and cameras. To study the interior erosion process of the dam, 577
electric contract probes were embedded in the core and dam shells, each of which was
connected to an indicating lamp on an analogue board on the dam body indicating the
erosion process through the lamps’ on or off signals.
The test was begun by setting of the clock at 00:0000” when the reservoir water level
rose to elevation 154.60 ni which was the designed pilot scouring water level.
At 22’40” the darn in the pilot channel section was eroded to the base and a pilot
scouring opening was finally formed with a discharge of 210 m3/s and a velocity of
5.35 rn/s.
As soon as the scouring opening was formed, lateral erosion started to develop. The
current along the boundary in front of the opening scoured the upstream shell and stone
riprap and took them away. Meanwhile, the current washed away the downstream dam
toe on both sides, making the shell above the water surface over—hanging on the air for
a short time until it was sheared down when the weight of the over—hanging body was
greater than its shear strength. This made the corresponding core denude and then fell
down when the stress and strain of the core was greater than its ultimate strength under
the action of upstream water pressure. This process was repeated again and again until
the dam was totally washed away.
The whole process of the fuse plug dam break took 33 minutes, during which 2240”
were taken for the formation of pilot scouring opening, 10’20” for lateral erosion. The
flow pattern and the scouring time—contours are shown on Photos. 13—24 and Fig. 10.
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From the test result, conclusions can be drawn as follows:
1. The thickness of the core has great influence on the erosion rate of the dam. It is
preferable to use a thinner core instead of a thicker one.
2. Making joints on the lining of the pilot channel will speed up the formation of the
scouring opening, but joints must be well sealed. It would be better to adopt a
prefabricated structure for the gate frame instead of a monolithic reinforced
concrete structure.
3. The lateral erosion rate relationship between the prototype and the model can be
expressed as
R = R L°489p mr
where R — lateral erosion rate (single side) in prototype
R — lateral erosion rate in model
Lr model length scale
4. The mean velocity at the opening will exceed 5 mIs for a fuse plug dam, about
1.0—5.6 m high, which would always be greater than the anti—scouring velocity
of soil or soft rock base. Therefore, if a fuse plug dam has to be built on a soil or
soft rock foundation, great attention should be paid to the protection of the
foundation.
Photo 7. Mesh coordinate on
downstream slope surface.
Photo 8. Pilot channel brick
wall behind the gate being
washed away.
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Photo 9. A kennel flow appeared
on the right side.
Photo 10. Notch overflowing.
Photo 11. Gate frame being
washed away.
Photo 12. Round current
scoured upstream shell.
Photo 13. Part of the denuded
core being cut down.
Photo 14. The dam being
eroded to the base.
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Photo 15. Lateral erosion. Photo 16. Lateral erosion.
Photo 17. Lateral erosion. Photo 18. The whole dam being
washed away.
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3 RESEARCH ON DAM BREAK HYDRODYNAMICS
In the event of a dam break, the reservoir will suddenly release making water level
steeply rise downstream of the dam and suddenly drop upstream of the darn. This
causes serious damage to the downstream industrial and agricultural production as well
as people’s live and properties. Study of the time—dependent process of various
hydraulic parameters of a dam break, such as water level hydrograph, discharge
hydrograph, velocity hydrograph, etc, should be the main task of dam break hydro
dynamics. Through research, it is possible to provide both a reliable basis for the
industrial and agricultural distribution along both sides of the river and an effective
rescue service in the event of a dam break. Research on dam break is required in most
of the comprehensive hydraulic projects in China, even most important middle—sized or
small projects, using a physical or a mathematical model or other proven methods.
3.1 Physical model study
In the early physical model testing of darn break, it was assumed that a dam break will
happen suddenly, neglecting the evolution process of the dam break. In this way, the
result obtained from the model test will deviate from that of the prototype especially for
earth—rock—filled dams, but it would certainly lean to the conservative and safe side. In
the recent 20 years, modelling of the evaluation process of a dam break has been
considered, and lots of dam break model tests, including the fuse plug dam model test
mentioned above, were carried out. Though some details still need to be further
examined, great progress has, after all, been made in dam break model testing.
The dam break model test for Chaishitan Hydroproject will be a typical example, in
which both the sudden darn break and the gradual dam break were considered.
The Chaishitan Reservoir, located on the upstream reach of Nanpanjiang River, is a
multi—purpose, large—sized hydraulic project. The darn is a rock—filled dam formed by
direction—controlled explosion. The maximum height of the dam is 99 m, creating a
total reservoir capacity of 0.49 billion m3. The hydraulic structures of the project consist
of a rock—filled dam, a tunnel spiliway, an open—type bank side spiliway, a power
tunnel and a powerhouse. The river valley on the dam site is of a V shape with a
width/depth ratio of 2.8. After the explosion, the elevation of the lowest point of the
rock—filled horse—saddle—shaped bulk at the dam axis was expected to be 1630.0 m.
After artificial shaping, the dam was completed with a top width of 10 m, dam length
of 280 m and the elevation of dam crest 1654.0 m.
The model test is made mainly to study the dam break flood routing in the vicinal area
of the dam site under a 2000—year flood during the operation period and a 50—year
flood during the construction period.
The model covers a reservoir 2.0 km upstream of the dam axis having the same
conformable capacity as the prototype, simulating the topography from 2.0 km upstream
to 5 km downstream of the dam axis. A distorted model was similarly designed
according to the law of gravity. The horizontal length scale is
Lr = 300,
vertical length scale hr = 150,
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degree of distortion Lr r = 2,
velocity scale Vr = hr°•5 = 12.25,
discharge scale Q = Lrhr15 = 5511.0,
time scale T L/h°5 24.45.
The model roughness was calibrated according to level—discharge curve of the
prototype. For reproduction of the natural process of a dam break objectively, the model
dam was designed and built according to the principle of pick—up velocity similitude of
dam materials between the model and the prototype.
During the construction of the model dam, the prepared model dam materials were first
watered and mixed uniformly, then placed and compacted in layers. Both the upstream
and downstream dam faces were paved with fine sands and treated by foot finish.
Furthermore, the upstream dam surface was coated with thin and fine clay mortar for
water—proofing during model reservoir impounding. The clay surface was also painted
with white color mesh coordinates which will help visualize and record the evolution
process of the dam break.
Six level stations were installed in the model: No. 1 was in the model reservoir, No. 2
and No. 3 were at 1000 m and 400 m upstream from the dam axis, No. 4, No. 5 and
No. 6 were at 550 m, 1230 m and 2400 m downstream from the dam axis. Station No.
5 served to measure both level and velocity synchronously.
Three alternative schemes of dam break tests were studied in the model.
1) Gradual dam break during the operation period: It referred to a situation in which
the dam height is 99 m encountering a 2000—year flood with a reservoir inflow
discharge of 3100 m3/s and a reservoir level of 2 m over the dam crest.
2) Gradual dam break during the construction period: It referred to a situation in
which the rock—filled body is still in a horse—saddle shape formed by direction—
controlled explosion without artificial shaping, with the lowest elevation of the
horse—saddle shaped opening being 1632.0 m, encountering a 50—year flood with
a reservoir inflow discharge of 1500 m3/s.
3) Sudden dam break during the operation period: It referred to the same situation
as described in 1), except that a wooden plate was installed in the model instead
of building a dam. This scheme was made just for comparison of the difference
between a sudden dam break and a gradual dam break under the same conditions.
In the model test, the wooden plate was suddenly raised Out of the water surface
to simulate a sudden dam break when the water level reaches 1656.0 m. The time
of raising was around 0.2 seconds.
3—4 test runs were repeated for each alternative scheme. The test results proved the fact
that the test repeatability was good, as expected.
In the model test, greater difference in the dam break process in the 3 schemes was
found due to the different initial conditions.
The main results are shown in Figs. 11—14 and the characteristic parameters of the dam
break of the three alternative schemes are listed in Table 10 for comparison.
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It can be seen from the comparison in Table 10 that many hydraulic parameters have
a great difference between a gradual dam break and a sudden dam break even though
the initial hydraulic conditions are the same. Taking the data obtained from station No.
5 for instance, the maximum discharge released during a sudden dam break is 150 x
103m/s, whereas in the case of a gradual dam break it is only 94 x 103m/s, being 62.7
% of the former. The time lag appearing in the maximum discharge has also evident
difference. It is very important to model the evolution process of a dam break in order
to make the model test results more practicable and accurate.
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Fig. 11. Evolution process of dam break opening during operation.
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Fig. 12. Water level hydrograph at measuring station No. 5.
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Fig. 13. Discharge hydrograph at measuring station No. 5.
Fig. 14. Evolution process of dam break opening during construction.
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Table 10. Hydraulic parameters of dam break of the three schemes.
Parameter Scheme
Gradual Gradual dam Sudden dam
dam break break during break during
during construction operation
operation period period
period
Reservoir level at initiation of the dam
break (m) 1656.0 1632.5 1656.0
Time duration of dam break to EL 1588
m (mm) 76.0 97.5 sudden
Average rate of down ward erosion
(rn/mm) 0.78 0.46
Average rate of lateral extension
(rn/mm) 9.38
Station No. 4 Max. level (m) 1623.0 1607.0 1624.5
Arriving time (mm) 30.0 44.0 6.0
Station No. 5 Max level (m) 1612.5 1602.0 1615.5
Arriving time (mm) 38.0 56.0 7.0
Station No 6. Max level (m) 1612.0 1601.5 1613.0
Arriving time (mm) 38.5 57.0 17.0
At dam axis Max. discharge (m3/s) 95x103 68x103 151x103
Arriving time (mm) 27.4 46.5 0.0
Station No. S Max. discharge (m3/s) 94x103 68x103 150x103
Arriving time (mm) 36.0 54.0 3.0
3.2 Mathematical Model Study
The mathematical model has been widely used and developed in research of dam break
hydrodynamics in China. Since this special topic has been set up for further study in the
Chinese—Finnish Cooperation Program on Dam Break Hydrodynamics, which will be
conducted in 1993, only a brief introduction of projects at IWHR and their use is given
here as shown in Table 11.
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2. Dam site H, Q
hydrograph calcula
tion during gradual
break of earth rock—
filled dam (has been
used for Ertan and
Daqiao Reservoir)
3. Dam break flood
routing in 2—D river
(has been used for
Dakeng Reservoir)
Discharge
equation and
sediment
transport
equation
Saint Venant
Equations
(1) Concrete dam, earth
rock—filled dam
(2) Full failure or partial
failure of dam
(3) Sudden failure or
gradual failure of
dam
(4) One—dimensional
river with varying
cross sections
(5) River with many
branches
(1) Earth dam
(2) Rock—filled dam
Dam in a wide river
(1) H,Q hydrograph at
specified cross sec
tions
(2) Max. H,Max.Q and
arriving time at
specified sections
(3) Q hydrograph at the
dam site
(4) Water profile of
river at each
moment
(1) Dam failure process
(2) H,Q hydrograph at
dam site
(1) Flood routing
process
(2) Submerged area
(3) Water depth and
velocity distribu
tions in flooded area
(4) Max.H in flooded
area and the time
of arrival
(5) Discharge process
(6) Amount of flood in
flooded area
(7) Risk map
33 Empirical Estimation
Based on physical model testing, field investigation and dimensional analysis, a lot of
Chinese engineers have put forward numerous empirical formulae to estimate the
maximum discharge of a dam break and the final width of the dam break opening.
Some of the empirical formulae were confirmed to have certain accuracy compared to
the projects where dam break had happened. Here only one empirical formula given by
Dai Rongrao and Wang Qun is taken as an example:
umax
= 0.27 Vg (_ )1I1O ( )113 b (H-kh)3
Table 11. Dam break flood routing programs (IWHR).
Name of program Control Range of application Output
equations
Saint Venant
Equations
Dam or dyke break
induced flood rout
ing in river
(has been used for
seven projects such
as Ertan, Pubugou,
Daqiao etc.)
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where
umax
— maximum discharge of dam break
L - length of the reservoir from the dam site to the upstream end where the
submerged width suddenly decreased, or it can be estimated approxima
tely by L = V/HB, (V — reservoir capacity)
B — width of reservoir at the dam site
H — water depth just in front of the dam
k — coefficient of correction, k = 1.4(bh/BH)”3If bh/BH> 0.3, k = 0.92 can
be used.
b — width of the breach opening, b = k’(V1”4B”7H’) when V> 1 million m3,
where B — length of the dam, h — height of the dam, k’ — coefficient of
dam material, for masonry dams, rock—filled dams, clay core dams,
homogenous earth dams k’ = 1.19; for loamy soil dams or sandy loamy
soil dams k’ = 1.98.
or b = k’(VH)’4 when V < 1 million m3 where k’ — coefficient of dam
material, k = 6.6 if dam construction is of good quality, or k’ = 9.1 if of
poor quality.
4 CONCLUSION
The following conclusions can be made from the research:
1) China is one of the countries with the most numerous reservoirs in the world. The
total number is more than 86 thousand. Most of the reservoirs have become the
important material basis for water resources development, flood resistance,
drought resistance and development of national economy, playing an active role
in the promotion of industrial and agricultural production as well as ensuring of
the safety of peopl&s lives and properties. A few of the reservoirs showed
symptoms of unsafety and about 3.4 % of them even broke between 1954 and
1980 due to various causes. However, few dam break events happened in the
recent 10 years owing to great improvement in various conditions.
2) The fuse plug dam spillway has been widely studied as an emergency measure
and applied in China, which has played an important role in the increase of
spilling capacity in existing reservoirs. The information derived from the fuse
plug dam study might be valuable for a numerical dam break model.
3) Special attention has been paid to research of dam break hydrodynamics in the
recent 20 years in China. Research is required into dam breaks in all large or
important medium—sized, even very important small reservoirs, using physical or
mathematical models or other expert methods. Whatever methods are taken, the
modelling of the evolution of a dam break is very complex and still a problem
incompletely resolved as concerns the cause of a dam break, the composition of
dam materials as well as the quality of dam construction. So it is suggested that
serious model study or wide—scale field study on dam break evolution should be
set up in the next phase of the Chinese—Finnish Cooperation Program on Dam
Break Hydrodynamics.
4) A lot of experience in ensuring dam safety was accumulated through technical
treatment of numerous defective or dangerous reservoirs, such as treatment of
seepage—resistance in dam body and dam foundation, dam cracking, dam slope
slipping, dam piping and termite or mouse pest.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The report in hand is part of step 2 of the bilateral cooperative research work on dam
break dynamics carried out between China and Finland.
This cooperation program, after several consultations and discussions, was formally
signed on December 9, 1991. According to the agreement, the model tests are to be
conducted at the Institute of Water Conservancy and Hydroelectric Power Research
affiliated with the Ministry of Water Resources, the People’s Republic of China. The
topic focuses mainly on the studies on flow phenomena in a dam breach opening, and
is aimed at measuring the time—average pressure distribution and pressure fluctuation
on both the bottom and side surfaces in a dam breach opening, the velocity distributions
in transversal cross sections in the dam breach opening as well as the effects of
different upstream and downstream water levels on the above mentioned parameters.
The scale model was designed and constructed by the Chinese party in early February
1992. Partial modifications and decisions concerning the model design and test run
arrangements were made through discussions by both sides. The testing model was
fabricated and erected in May 1992. Model tests were started on June 10 and completed
on September 5, 1992. During the process of model studies, Finnish experts visited
China twice to discuss alternative schemes of model tests and participate in the tests.
The preliminary model test report was drafted by the Chinese experts. Discussion,
modification, revision and the final touch were carried out by both parties in Helsinki,
Finland, end of October to early November 1992.
It is expected that, through the research activities, better understanding be obtained
about hydrodynamics of a dam breach, which will be of worthwhile reference to further
prototype experiments on the dam breach in days to come, thus making prototype
experiments significant with a proper aim. It is also hoped that the present research
would be of considerable help to mathematical modelling of dam breach hydro
dynamics.
2 MODEL DESIGN AND TEST ARRANGEMENT
The physical modelling of dam breach with a fixed opening was conducted in a glass—
paneled flume with a width of 0.6 m, depth of 0.9 m and an effective length of 15 m
not including the discharge measuring flume.
The model dam has a height of 600 mm and a bottom width of 278 mm. The model
dam crest is 380 mm wide with an identical slope of 1:2 for both the upstream and the
downstream slope.
The cross section of the fixed opening of the dam breach in the model was designed to
fall into three categories:
1) square opening with a transversal cross section of 200 x 200 mm2 (type A)
2) trapezoidal opening with upper bottom width of 520 mm, lower bottom width of
400 mm and height of 300 mm (type B)
3) rectangular opening with a width of 600 mm, height 300 mm (type C)
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Since the transversal cross sections of the dam breach opening are all symmetrical
about the central longitudinal axis, it is possible to use half of the opening for physical
modelling. Furthermore, the plan is to study the opening passage with and without a
vertical drop at the outlets for the three types of opening cross section. That is to say,
altogether there are six categories of the model.
In order to save model materials in one aspect and to meet the requirements mentioned
above in another aspect, it was decided to build the model with a prefabricated
structure which was composed of an upper and a lower block. The lower block was
built with plexiglass plate elements 1 and 2 and a concrete element 3, which were
glued to the floor of a glass—paneled flume. The upper block was made of plexiglass
composite elements 4, 5, 6 glued together forming a desired shape, among which
element 4 was to be shared by the three model types and served as a linking body of
the upper and the lower block. Elements 5 and 6 can be interchanged thus forming
three kinds of model shapes A, B, C with or without drops at the end of the opening
passage of the breach. The blocks in various shapes and the way of structure fabrication
are shown in Fig. 1.
K2
Fig. 1. Structure fabrication of the model.
Fig. 2. Allocation map ofpressure probes for testing model Type A, without vertical drop.
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The configuration of fabricated structures of the model and the arrangement of pressure
probes for measuring pressure distribution are shown in Figs. 2 to 7, in which the small
circles indicate pressure probes for measuring time—average pressure, whereas the
bigger circles indicate those for measuring pressure fluctuation. The major dimensions
of the model dam proper are approximately reduced according to the dam breach model
made by the Zhejiang Research Institute of Water Conservancy and Hydraulic Power.
Subsequently, according to the comments given by the Finnish experts on elevating the
upstream water level, the original model was modified and reconstructed to the present
configuration.
The distribution of pressure probes on three categories of different models are shown
in Table 1.
Fig. 6. Allocation map of pressure probes for testing model Type C, without verticaldrop.
Fig. 7. Allocation map of pressure probes for testing model Type C, with vertical drop.
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Table 1. Distribution of pressure probes in three categories of testing models.
Type of model Number of pressure Number of pressure Total amount of
probes measuring probes measuring pressure probes
time average pressure pressure fluctuation
A without drop 37 21 58
with drop 45 21 66
B without drop 39 19 58.
with drop 49 22 71
C without drop 39 23 62
with drop 49 26 75
In the process of experiments, the upstream water level was regulated by an intake
valve and an overflow through provided at the upstream intake portion of the glass—
paneled flume, whereas the downstream water level was controlled by a flap tail gate.
The upstream and downstream water levels were measured by supersonic transducers
fixed at corresponding locations. Water temperature was measured by a thermometer
fixed at the tail channel. Discharge was measured by a triangular weir or a rectangular
weir installed in the tail channel, which was jointly operated with a supersonic water
level transducer. The average pressure or pulsating pressure on the bottom floor, on the
side wall of the dam breach opening and on the upstream and downstream dam surface
were measured either by time—average pressure transducers or by pulsating pressure
transducers respectively. The velocity at the cross section of the opening was measured
point by point by a Pitot tube of 2 mm in outside diameter. All these transducers were
interfaced with SG6O Data Acquisition System for Hydraulic Model Test, which was
supported by an IBM PC—XT computer to perform centralized control and data
processing. Since the measuring points are relatively numerous, one unit of SG6O
apparatus and another unit of YLOO apparatus were used together, thus making all
points recording possible as shown in photos 1 and 2. It is worth mentioning that all the
transducers and instruments were locally designed, manufactured and carefully
calibrated in the Department of Hydraulics, IWHR, Ministry of Water Resources, PRC.
The Characteristics of the instruments used in the model test are:
1. YLOO multiple—point pressure instrument
The instrument supported by PC—XT has 56 channels for time—average pressure and
pulsating pressure measurement with automatic zero adjustment and temperature
adjustment.
Measure range: 10 Kpa, 30 Kpa
Error: <0.3 % FS
Resolution: 0.01 Kpa
2. SG6O data acquisition and processing system for hydraulic model test
This instrument supported by PC—XT has 64 channels for water level, wave height,
time—average pressure and pulsating pressure and other analogue measurement. The
characteristics of the instrument are almost the same as in YLOO multiple—point
pressure instrument.
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Photo 1. Glass flume.
Photo 2 Measuring instruments.
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3. Pressure transducer
Measuring range: 10 Kpa
Error: <0.3 % FS
Resolution: 0.01 Kpa
Natural frequency: > 300 HZ
4. Supersonic water level transducer
Measuring range: 500 mm
Error: <0.05 % FS
Resolution: 0.1 mm
3 TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSES
According to the requirements of the Bilateral Agreement, measurements in the three
categories of models with or without vertical drop—end under various operation
conditions were respectively carried out in the following aspects:
1. Distribution of average pressure in the breach opening including along the central
axis of the bottom floor, in the vicinity of bottom corners and on the side wall near
the corners under various upstream and downstream water level conditions.
2. Characteristics of pulsating pressure at certain well—selected locations under various
upstream and downstream water levels.
3. Relationship between upstream water level and discharge under the condition of
free release and the effects due to submergence of downstream water level
4. Velocity distribution in transversal cross section in the dam breach opening passage
under an upstream water level for each model.
The contents and test runs are listed in Tables 2 to 7. The test results are described
respectively as follows.
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Table 2. Test Contents and test runs in model study for Type A without vertical drop.
Test content Upstream Downstream File nomenclature
water level water level
(cm) (cm)
Distribution of pres— 45 10 3AX132,2AX132F
sure and pressure 20 2AX133,3AX133F
fluctuation 30 2AX134,2AX134F
40 2AX135,2AX135F
44 2AX136,2AX136F
50 10 AX142,AX142F
20 AX143,AX143F
30 AX144,AX144F
40 AX14S,AX145F
48 AX146,AX146F
55 9 AX151,AX1S1F
20 AX153,AX153F
30 AX154,AX154F
40 AX155,AX155F
50 AX156,AX156F
52 AX1S8,AX158F
60 9 AX161,AX161F
20 AX163,AX163F
30 AX164,AX164F
40 AX165,AX165F
50 AX166,AX166F
55 AX168,AX168F
75 10 AX191,AX191F
20 AX193,AX193F
40 AX19S,AX195F
60 AX197,AX197F
69 AX198,AX198F
Relationship between Free AQS11
upstream water level
and discharge
Effect of downstream 45, 55 AQX13, AQX15
water level 65, 70 AQX17, AQX18
Distribution of flow 75 Free AU1
velocity 69 AV1B
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Table 3. Test Contents and test runs in model study for Type A with vertical drop.
Test content Upstream Downstream File nomenclature
water level water level
(cm) (cm)
Distribution of pres— 50 11 AX241,AX241F
sure and pressure 20 AX243,AX243F
fluctuation 30 AX244,AX244F
40 AX245,AX245F
60 12 AX261,AX261F
20 AX263,AX263F
31 AX264,AX264F
40 AX265,AX265F
70 15 AX281,AX281F
32 AX283,AX283F
50 AX287,AX287F
75 17 AX291,AX291F
34 AX294,AX294F
49 AX297,AX297F
Relationship between Free AQS2
upstream water level
and discharge
Effect of downstream 50, 60 AQX24, AQX26
water level 75, AQX29,
Distribution of flow 75 Free AV2A
velocity
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Table 4. Test Contents and test runs in model study for Type B without Vertical drop.
Test content Upstream Downstream File nomenclature
water level water level
(cm) (cm)
Distribution of pres— 40 13 BP121,BP121F
sure and pressure 21 BP123,BP123F
fluctuation 30 BP124,BP124F
50 14 BP141,BP141F
24 BP143,BP143F
30 BP144,BP144F
40 BP145,BP145F
60 20 BP161,BP161F
30 BP164,BP164F
42 BP165,BP165F
52 BP166,BP166F
70 12 BP181,BP181F
29 BP184,BP184F
48 BP186,BP186F
Relationship between Free BQS1
upstream water level
and discharge
Table 5. Test Contents and test runs in model study for Type B with vertical drop.
Test content Upstream Downstream File nomenclature
water level water level
(cm) (cm)
Distribution of pres— 40 12 BP221,BP221F
sure and pressure 25 BP223,BP223F
fluctuation 31 BP224,BP224F
50 12 BP241,BP241F
26 BP243,BP243F
35 BP244,BP244F
41 BP245,BP245F
60 15 BP261,BP261F
30 BP264,BP264F
41 BP265,BP265F
50 BP266,BP266F
70 11 BP281,BP281F
32 BP284,BP284F
48 BP286,BP286F
Distribution of flow 70 30 BV2
velocity
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Table 6. Test Contents and test runs in model study for Type C without vertical drop.
Test content Upstream Downstream File nomenclature
. water level water level
(cm) (cm)
Distribution of pres— 40 13 CP121,CP121F
sure and pressure 22 CP123,CP123F
fluctuation 32 CP124,CP124F
50 19 CP141,CP141F
25 CP143,CP143F
30 CP144,CP144F
41 CP145,CP145F
60 12 CP161,CP161F
31 CP164,CP164F
40 CP165,CP165F
49 CP166,CP166F
70 31 CP184,CP184F
51 CP186,CP186F
60 CP187,CP187F
Relationship between Free CQS1
upstream water level
and discharge
Effect of downstream 35,40,45, CQX11,CQX12,CQX13
water level 50,55,60 CQX14,CQX1S,CQX16
Distribution of flow 70 Free CV1A
velocity
Table 7. Test Contents and test runs in model study for Type C with vertical drop.
Test content Upstream Downstream File nomenclature
water level water level
(cm) (cm)
Distribution of pres— 40 12 CP221,CP221F
sure and pressure 22 CP223,CP223F
fluctuation 30 CP224,CP224F
50 15 CP243,CP243F
24 CP243,CP243F
31 CP244,CP244F
43 CP245,CP245F
60 13 CP261,CP261F
30 CP264,CP264F
41 CP265,CP265F
48 CP266,CP266F
70 29 CP284,CP284F
47 CP286,CP286F
57 CP287,cP287F
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(1) Qualitative description of flow pattern in the breach opening
Water flow passing through the dam breach opening with its downstream flow motion
is one kind of a complicated three—dimensional flow. However, it is practically
confonned to the flow characteristics of a broad crest weir with side contraction and
inclined bottom slope both at entrance and exit. For the sake of convenience in
illustration, a sketch of flow pattern passing a dam breach opening is shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 8. Sketch showing flow pattern of water passing through dam breach opening.
When water passes through the dam breach opening, a water drop and a vertical axial
vortex will be formed owing to side concretion. The nearer the distance from
contraction point is the more evident the water drop phenomenon will be and the bigger
the drop gradient, and vice versa. When the upstream water level is high, water drop
will gradually change from subcritical flow to supercritical flow, and then maintains a
shooting flow pattern passing through the passage on the same breach opening. This is
the main flow of the flow motion within the dam breach opening. Besides, the main
current behind the drop will be covered with a deflected diverging vortex belt formed
by a vertical axial vortex due to the joint action of side wall and water drop. The front
of the vortex belt intersects with the water drop in a form of slipping line on the water
surface. When the slipping line intersects with the wall, it will induce an oblique shock
wave. When the oblique shock wave meets the wall surface, it produces a reflected
shock wave. If the shock wave intersects with the free surface of a flow boundary, it
will induce a reflected dilatation wave, consequently causing flow in covered layer
regularly change its direction to accommodate different boundary conditions. The
higher the upstream level is the more serious the water drop will be and the smaller the
angles of the oblique shock wave and its reflected wave will be, even making the
oblique shock wave or its tail wave to a water fin.
When the passage ends in the dam breach opening without any vertical drop, flow
passing through the passage continues to accelerate at the downstream dam slope and
transversely diverges. When the upstream level is higher and downstream level is
lower, the water current will separate from the bottom boundary, to form a cavity at the
place where the end of water passage connects with the downstream dam slope. In the
case of a dam breach opening passage end with vertical drop, in addition to the
slipping line
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existence of transversal diverging and the formation of cavity at the downstream slope,
a dropping cavity will usually form behind the drop when the water current flows the
dam breach opening. The dropping cavity, however, is usually very unstable and might
shift to be a transversal vortex if the air in the cavity is gradually carried away by the
passing flow. Especially in the case of high upstream water level, the flow jet at the
end of the breach opening will jump over the drop and fall down to the downstream
slope, therefore no cavity will exist at the downstream dam slope. If the upstream water
level is quite low, the flow velocity, after passing through the dam breach opening
passage, will not be so high, no matter whether the passage end is with or without
vertical drop, neither a downstream dam slope cavity nor a drop cavity will exist.
As the flow in the passage of the dam breach opening is very complicated, flow
passing through the downstream dam slope does not only diverge but releases towards
downstream as well. A free vortex belt will occur and extend downstream along the
nearby passage side wall in the vicinity of the edge of the main flow diverging zone.
The existence of such a free vortex belt and its twisting and rolling played an acting
role in air supply to the cavity of the downstream dam slope, entraining large amounts
of air, covering the downstream water surface of the hydraulic jump and a long
following distance with white foam.
When water current travels downstream in the form of rapid flow from the downstream
dam slope, a far reaching hydraulic jump will occur behind the downstream dam toe,
if the downstream level is very low. The higher the upstream level and the lower the
downstream level the farther the hydraulic jump from dam toe will be. When the
upstream water level remains unchanged, if the downstream water level is gradually
risen, the far reaching hydraulic jump will orderly change case 1 to case 4 as shown
below:
1. Critical hydraulic jump. It will occur when the downstream water level reaches an
elevation just meeting the sequential depth for the hydraulic jump occurring at the dam
toe.
2. Submerged hydraulic jump. It will occur when the downstream eater level is a bit
higher than that in case 1.
3. Sloping hydraulic jump. When the downstream water level rises from that in case
2 to a level a bit lower than that at the exit of the breach passage, a sloping hydraulic
jump will occur at the downstream dam slope, which will move upstream until it
reaches the exit of the breach passage. During this process, the intensity of the
hydraulic jump will gradually be weakened and the downstream dam slope cavitate, the
drop cavity is the free vortex and the diverging flow will successively disappear,
making the air entrainment of flow reduce until the flow becomes clear. At this
moment the wave beam in the breach passage will not be effected by the downstream
water level and will directly propagate downstream.
4. Oblique hydraulic jump. When the downstream water level continues to elevate,
the oblique wave in the breach passage will transform into an oblique hydraulic jump,
the wave angle of which will also gradually increase as the downstream water level
increases until the downstream water level reaches a critical value that makes the
oblique hydraulic jump transform into an undular hydraulic jump at the contracting
section of the water drop. At that moment, if the downstream water level continues to
elevate, the water surface profile of the water drop will begin to go up thus causing the
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discharge to begin to decrease and the flow in the breach passage wholly transform into
a subcritical flow.
Owing to the complexity of the flow pattern in said case, a theoretical computation of
the whole process would be very difficult. Only a qualitative description is given herebased on the experimental observation.
(2) Characteristics of time—average pressure under different upstream anddownstream levels
In the model test, three categories of model with and without vertical drop at the end
of dam breach opening passage were studied under various upstream and downstreamlevels. Pressure measurements were made along the center line of the bottom floor of
the dam breach opening as well as the bottom corner—to--corner line and the side
corner—to—corner line. Some typical results of pressure distribution in the above
mentioned conditions are shown in Figs. 9 to 11.
The following features can be seen from said experimental results:
1. For a given configuration of a fixed dam breach opening, when the upstream level
remains unchanged, elevation of the downstream level without reaching the critical
value would not influence the upstream flow pattern. The effect due to downstream
level variation will merely be limited to the local region behind the hydraulic jump.
The pressure distributions ahead of the jump remain unchanged.
2. For these categories of models, as long as the upstream level is high while thedownstream level is low, a local slightly negative pressure zone would exist either
on the downstream slope surface immediately after the end of the dam breach
opening when no vertical drop is provided at the end of the dam breach opening,
or behind the drop when vertical drop is available on the downstream slope. It
follows that in such an area there is a shooting flow cavity which would cause
negative pressure.
3. When the end of a dam breach opening is provided with a drop and the down—
stream level is very low, the pressure distribution in the region from the drop to the
downstream dam slope is very non—uniform, the pressure gradient rises or falls
relatively rapidly, which is unfavourable to the stability of the dam in such an area.
Evidently, it is the weak portion of a dam body and apt to suffer from damage.
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4. In the passage of a darn breach opening, the pressure distributions along the bottom
corner—to--corner line and side corner—to—corner line do not differ considerably as
compared to those of the bottom center line. In a case where a drop is provided at
the end of a breach opening, the difference of pressure distribution between those
along the bottom corner—to—corner line and the bottom center line is also not
significant.
5. In the transversal divergent flow releasing from the downstream dam slope, there
is a free vortex generated from the edge of the main diverging flow region closely
near to the side wall of the breach opening. The existence of the free vortex and its
swing forwards left and right will cause negative pressure. Although the negative
pressure is very slight and the frequency of swing of the free vortex is also not
very high and unable to cause cavitation damage, it will be unfavourable to the
local stability of the dam slope where the free vortex lies.
Summarizing all these above—mentioned facts, one can conclude, judging merely from
the point of view of time—average pressure distribution, that regions covering the
downstream slope cavity region, the impinged point of the flow jet, the place from the
drop to the downstream slope as well as the free vortex region are likely to be the first
to suffer from damage during the dam breach.
(3) Characteristics of pressure fluctuation in some well selected location under
various upstream and downstream water levels
Taking model Type C as an example, the pressure distribution in the model and
pressure fluctuation, both absolute values and relative values in some selected locations
under the upstream level being 60 cm with different downstream levels are listed in
Tables 8 to 15.
It can be seen from the test results that
1. the pressure fluctuation on the upstream dam slope and that on the bottom surface
and side surfaces in the passage of the fixed dam breach opening, whatever their
absolute values or relative values, is too small to be taken into consideration.
2. the root mean square (RMS) of pressure fluctuation due to the existence of free
vortex at the edge of diverging main flow passing through the downstream slope
surface is not very large. Yet if they are compared with the local time—average
pressure, the relative values are usually high.
3. the RMS of the pressure fluctuations ahead and behind the downstream dam toe are
relatively large. When the downstream level is lower, or even if the level is not so
low but the head of hydraulic jump lies near that location, the RMS of pressure
fluctuation is often the maximum in the whole spilling surface.
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Table 8. Pressure distribution and pressure fluctuation on the dam for type C without vertical drop.
(File name of test record: CP161)
File name Num— Time—average value of pres— Fluctuation value of pressure
of pres— ber of sure
sure dis— test
tributive points Absolute Relative value Root mean square Relative value
line value / 0.0981H value
. (kPa) (kPa) /
—ni
n
ii
YLC11 2 5.19 0.881 0.01 0.002
4 4.95 0.840 0.00 0.000
6 3.47 0.589 0.00 0.000
7 2.76 0.468 0.01 0.004
8 2.85 0.484 0.01 0.004
9 2.70 0.458 0.01 0.004
10 2.70 0.458 0.01 0.004
11 2.74 0.465 0.01 0.004
12 2.73 0.463 0.01 0.004
13 2.50 0.424 0.01 0.004
14 2.07 0.351 0.01 0.005
15 1.52 0.258 0.02 0.013
16 1.56 0.265 0.02 0.013
17 1.54 0.261 0.02 0.013
18 1.50 0.255 0.01 0.006
19 1.21 0.205 0.02 0.017
20 1.62 0.275 0.01 0.006
21 1.20 0.204 0.01 0.008
22 0.76 0.129 0.03 0.039
23 0.56 0.095 0.02 0.036
24 0.06 0.010 0.02 0.333
25 —0.11 —0.019 0.05 —0.455
26 0.07 0.012 0.03 0.429
28 1.06 0.180 0.11 0.104
29 1.11 0.188 0.09 0.008
30 1.22 0.207 0.08 0.066
31 0.74 0.127 0.03 0.041
32 1.13 0.192 0.06 0.053
34 0.82 0.139 0.05 0.061
35 0.56 0.095 0.02 0.036
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Table 8. Cont.
File name Num— Time—average value of pres— Fluctuation value of pressure
of pres— ber of sure
sure dis— test
tributive points Absolute Relative value Root mean square Relative value
line value / 0.0981J-1 value
(kPa)
(kPa) /
-n ii
YLC12 45 2.45 0.416 0.02 0.008
46 2.64 0.448 0.01 0.004
47 2.34 0.397 0.02 0.009
48 1.86 0.316 0.02 0.011
49 1.47 0.249 0.03 0.020
50 1.80 0.305 0.02 0.011
51 1.41 0.239 0.01 0.007
52 1.40 0.238 0.01 0.007
53 0.74 0.126 0.03 0.041
54 1.04 0.176 0.01 0.010
55 0.84 0.143 0.02 0.024
56 0.55 0.093 0.03 0.055
YLC33 1 —0.08 —0.014 0.04
—0.500
36 —0.27 —0.046 0.04
—0.148
33 0.02 0.003 0.00 0.000
3 0.16 0.027 0.08 0.500
SGC11 17 2.78 0.472 0.01 0.004
18 2.62 0.445 0.02 0.008
19 2.74 0.465 0.01 0.004
20 2.89 0.490 0.01 0.003
21 2.69 0.456 0.02 0.007
22 2.09 0.355 0.02 0.010
23 1.76 0.299 0.02 0.011
24 1.69 0.287 0.01 0.006
25 1.78 0.302 0.01 0.006
26 1.63 0.277 0.01 0.006
27 1.11 0.188 0.02 0.018
28 1.43 0.243 0.01 0.007
29 0.89 0.151 0.01 0.011
30 0.30 0.051 0.02 0.067
31 0.68 0.115 0.03 0.044
Upstream water level H0 60.08 cm, Downstream water level H2 12.10 cm.
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Table 9. Pressure distribution and pressure fluctuation on the dam for type C without vertical
drop. (File name of test record: CP164)
File name Num— Time—average value of pres— Fluctuation value of pressure
of pres— ber of sure
sure dis— test
tributive points Absolute Relative value Root mean square Relative value
line value
.
/ o.0981H value
.
(kPa) (kPa) VT /ni
n
YLC11 2 5.19 0.883 0.01 0.002
4 4.95 0.842 0.00 0.000
6 3.47 0.590 0.01 0.003
7 2.77 0.471 0.01 0.004
8 2.85 0.485 0.01 0.004
9 2.70 0.459 0.01 0.004
10 2.70 0.459 0.01 0.004
11 2.75 0.468 0.01 0.004
12 2.73 0.464 0.01 0.004
13 2.50 0.425 0.01 0.004
14 2.04 0.347 0.01 0.005
15 1.53 0.260 0.02 0.013
16 1.57 0.267 0.01 0.006
17 1.54 0.262 0.02 0.013
18 1.50 0.255 0.01 0.007
19 1.21 0.206 0.02 0.017
20 1.63 0.277 0.01 0.006
21 1.20 0.204 0.01 0.008
22 0.76 0.129 0.03 0.039
23 0.57 0.097 0.01 0.018
24 0.08 0.014 0.02 0.250
25 —0.10 —0.017 0.04 —0.400
26 0.08 0.014 0.03 0.375
28 1.12 0.190 0.10 0.089
29 1.17 0.199 0.09 0.077
30 1.28 0.218 0.07 0.055
31 0.87 0.148 0.05 0.057
32 1.94 0.330 0.15 0.077
34 2.11 0.359 0.19 0.090
35 2.09 0.355 0.12 0.057
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Table 9. Cont.
File name Num— Time—average value of pres— Fluctuation value of pressure
of pres— ber of sure
sure dis— test
tributive points Absolute Relative value Root mean square Relative valueline value / 0.0981H value
. (kPa) V’2 (kPa) V’Ti2 / —
YLC12 45 2.44 0.415 0.03 0.012
46 2.64 0.449 0.01 0.004
47 2.35 0.340 0.01 0.004
48 1.87 0.318 0.02 0.011
49 1.46 0.248 0.04 0.027
50 1.80 0.306 0.01 0.006
51 1.42 0.241 0.01 0.007
52 1.41 0.240 0.01 0.007
53 0.76 0.129 0.03 0.039
54 1.04 0.177 0.01 0.010
55 0.84 0.143 0.01 0.012
56 0.57 0.097 0.02 0.035
YLC33 1 —0.06 —0.010 0.04
—0.667
36 —0.27 —0.046 0.04
—0.148
33 0.01 0.002 0.00 0.000
3 0.17 0.029 0.09 0.529
SGC11 17 2.78 0.473 0.01 0.004
18 2.62 0.446 0.02 0.008
19 2.74 0.466 0.01 0.004
20 2.90 0.493 0.01 0.003
21 2.71 0.461 0.02 0.007
22 2.10 0.357 0.02 0.010
23 1.76 0.299 0.03 0.017
24 1.69 0.287 0.01 0.006
25 1.78 0.303 0.01 0.006
26 1.64 0.279 0.01 0.006
27 1.12 0.190 0.02 0.018
28 1.44 0.245 0.01 0.007
29 0.90 0.153 0.01 0.011
30 0.31 0.053 0.01 0.032
31 0.69 0.117 0.03 0.043
Upstream water level H0 = 59,94 cm, Downstream water level H2 = 30.62 cm.
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Table 10. Pressure distribution and pressure fluctuation on the dam for type C without vertical
drop. (File name of test record: CP165)
File name Num— Time—average value of pres— Fluctuation value of pressure
of pres— ber of sure
sure dis— test
tributive points Absolute Relative value Root mean square Relative value
line value
./0.0981H value
.
(kPa) (kPa) /
—
n
YLC11 2 5.20 0.884 0.01 0.002
4 4.95 9.842 0.00 0.000
6 3.47 0.590 0.01 0.003
7 2.77 0.471 0.01 0.004
8 2.85 0.485 0.00 0.000
9 2.69 0.457 0.01 0.004
10 2.70 0.459 0.01 0.004
11 2.75 0.468 0.01 0.004
12 2.72 0.462 0.01 0.004
13 2.49 0.423 0.01 0.004
14 2.04 0.347 0.01 0.005
15 1.52 0.258 0.02 0.013
16 1.56 0.265 0.02 0.013
17 1.53 0.260 0.01 0.007
18 1.50 0.255 0.01 0.007
19 1.20 0.204 0.02 0.017
20 1.62 0.275 0.01 0.006
21 1.16 0.197 0.04 0.034
22 0.70 0.119 0.09 0.129
23 0.42 0.071 0.17 0.405
24 —0.10 —0.017 0.14 —1.400
25 0.04 0.007 0.20 5.000
26 0.52 0.088 0.31 0.596
28 1.23 0.209 0.14 0.114
29 1.38 0.235 0.09 0.065
30 1.69 0.287 0.07 0.041
31 2.03 0.345 0.06 0.030
32 3.24 0.551 0.07 0.022
34 3.58 0.609 0.06 0.017
35 3.48 0.592 0.06 0.017
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Table 10. Cont.
File name Num— Time—average value of pres— Fluctuation value of pressure
of pres— ber of sure
sure dis— test
tributive points Absolute Relative value Root mean square Relative valueline value p / 0.0981H value
.
(kPa)
(kPa) nip1
n
ii
YLC12 45 2.42 0.411 0.02 0.008
46 2.63 0.447 0.00 0.000
47 2.34 0.398 0.02 0.009
48 1.85 0.315 0.02 0.011
49 1.52 0.258 0.03 0.020
50 1.80 0.306 0.02 0.011
51 1.27 0.216 0.00 0.000
52 1.27 0.216 0.00 0.000
53 0.82 0.139 0.02 0.024
54 1.03 0.175 0.01 0.010
55 0.83 0.141 0.02 0.024
56 0.65 0.111 0.03 0.046
YLC33 1 —0.03 —0.005 0.06
—2.00
36
—0.28 —0.048 0.04
—0.143
33 0.01 —0.002 0.01
—1.000
3 0.24 0.041 0.14 0.583
SGC1I 17 2.79 0.474 0.01 0.004
18 2.62 0.445 0.01 0.004
19 2.74 0.466 0.01 0.004
20 2.90 0.493 0.01 0.003
21 2.70 0.459 0.02 0.007
22 2.09 0.355 0.02 0.010
23 1.74 0.296 0.02 0.011
24 1.69 0.287 0.01 0.006
25 1.78 0.303 0.01 0.006
26 1.63 0.277 0.01 0.006
27 1.12 0.190 0.02 0.018
28 1.44 0.245 0.01 0.007
29 0.89 0.151 0.02 0.022
30 0.26 0.044 0.08 0.308
31 0.66 0.112 0.05 0.076
Upstream water level H0 = 59.94 cm, Downstream water level H2 = 40.3 cm.
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Table 11. Pressure distribution and pressure fluctuation on the dam for type C without vertical
drop. (File name of test record: CP166)
File name Num— Time—average value of pres— Fluctuation value of pressure
of pres— ber of sure
sure dis— test
tributive points Absolute Relative value Root mean square Relative value
line value
. / 0.0981H value
. (kPa) (kPa) /
-
YLC11 2 5.20 0.883 0.01 0.002
4 4.95 0.840 0.00 0.000
6 3.48 0.591 0.01 0.003
7 2.77 0.470 0.01 0.004
8 2.85 0.484 0.00 0.000
9 2.70 0.458 0.01 0.004
10 2.71 0.460 0.01 0.004
11 2.76 0.468 0.01 0.004
12 2.73 0.463 0.01 0.004
13 2.51 0.462 0.01 0.004
14 2.06 0.350 0.01 0.005
15 1.53 0.260 0.02 0.013
16 1.58 0.268 0.01 0.006
17 1.56 0.265 0.01 0.006
18 1.56 0.265 0.01 0.006
19 1.28 0.217 0.02 0.016
20 1.71 0.290 0.01 0.006
21 1.39 0.236 0.01 0.007
22 1.08 0.183 0.02 0.019
23 1.08 0.183 0.03 0.028
24 1.03 0.175 0.09 0.087
25 0.93 0.158 0.05 0.054
26 0.59 0.270 0.06 0.038
28 2.38 0.404 0.05 0.021
29 2.26 0.384 0.06 0.027
30 2.66 0.451 0.06 0.023
31 2.32 0.548 0.07 0.022
32 4.07 0.691 0.06 0.015
34 4.51 0.765 0.07 0.016
35 4.51 0.765 0.05 0.011
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Table 11. Cont.
File name Num— Time—average value of pres— Fluctuation value of pressure
of pres— ber of sure
sure dis— test
tributive points Absolute Relative value Root mean square Relative valueline value
— / 0 0981 value
(kPa) Vip! (kPa) /
—
YLC12 45 2.40 0.407 0.02 0.008
46 2.64 0.448 0.01 0.004
47 2.35 0.399 0.01 0.004
48 1.87 0.317 0.01 0.005
49 1.53 0.260 0.03 0.020
50 1.81 0.307 0.01 0.006
51 1.38 0.234 0.00 0.000
52 1.37 0.233 0.01 0.007
53 1.00 0.170 0.02 0.020
54 1.24 0.210 0.01 0.008
55 1.21 0.205 0.02 0.017
56 1.13 0.192 0.02 0.018
YLC33 1 1.17 0.199 0.03 0.026
36 0.43 0.073 0.02 0.047
33 0.23 0.039 0.03 0.130
3 1.14 0.193 0.02 0.018
SGC11 17 2.79 0.474 0.01 0.004
18 2.62 0.445 0.01 0.004
19 2.74 0.465 0.01 0.004
20 2.90 0.492 0.01 0.003
21 2.71 0.460 0.01 0.004
22 2.10 0.356 0.02 0.010
23 1.75 0.297 0.02 0.011
24 1.70 0.289 0.01 0.006
25 1.82 0.309 0.01 0.005
26 1.74 0.295 0.01 0.006
27 1.27 0.216 0.02 0.016
28 1.64 0.278 0.01 0.006
29 1.45 0.246 0.02 0.014
30 1.35 0.229 0.02 0.015
31 1.46 0.248 0.02 0.014
Upstream water level H0 = 60.06 cm, Downstream water level H2 = 48,79 cm.
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Table 12. Pressure distribution and pressure fluctuation on the dam for type C without vertical
drop. (File name of test record: CP261)
File name Num— Time—average value of pres— Fluctuation value of pressure
of pres— ber of sure
sure dis— test
tributive points Absolute Relative value Root mean square Relative value
line value
.
/ 0.0981110 value
. (kPa) (kPa) / —
• 111
n ii
YLC22 2 5.28 0.897 0.01 0.002
4 5.19 0.881 0.01 0.002
6 3.58 0.608 0.01 0.003
7 3.03 0.515 0.01 0.003
8 2.83 0.481 0.01 0.004
9 2.71 0.460 0.01 0.004
10 2.35 0.399 0.01 0.004
11 2.74 0.465 0.01 0.004
12 2.68 0.455 0.01 0.004
13 2.49 0.423 0.01 0.004
14 2.12 0.360 0.01 0.005
15 1.45 0.246 0.02 0.014
16 1.54 0.262 0.02 0.013
17 1.70 0.289 0.01 0.006
18 1.56 0.265 0.02 0.012
19 1.03 0.175 0.02 0.019
20 1.07 0.182 0.02 0.019
37 1.27 0.216 0.03 0.024
38 1.21 0.205 0.04 0.033
39 1.18 0.200 0.08 0.068
40 1.82 0.309 0.15 0.082
41 2.16 0.367 0.03 0.014
42 1.78 0.217 0.02 0.016
43 0.89 0.151 0.05 0.056
44 —0.17 —0.029 0.03 —0.176
28 —1.38 —0.234 0.06 —0.043
29 —0.94 —0.160 0.08 —0.085
30 —0.04 —0.007 0.05 —1.250
31 0.31 0.053 0.02 0.065
32 1.22 0.207 0.05 0.041
34 0.91 0.155 0.03 0.033
35 0.64 0.109 0.01 0.016
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Table 12. Cont.
File name Num— Time—average value of pres— Fluctuation value of pressure
of pres— ber of sure
sure dis— test
tributive points Absolute Relative value Root mean square Relative value
line value p / O.0981H value
.
(kPa) (kPa) /
n
YLC12 45 2.41 0.409 0.03 0.012
46 2.72 0.462 0.01 0.004
47 2.31 0.392 0.01 0.004
48 1.84 0.312 0.01 0.004
49 1.44 0.245 0.05 0.035
50 1.81 0.307 0.02 0.011
51 1.55 0.263 0.01 0.006
52 1.11 0.188 0.01 0.009
53 0.69 0.117 0.03 0.043
54 0.94 0.160 0.01 0.011
55 0.51 0.087 0.01 0.020
56 0.29 0.049 0.02 0.069
YLC33 33 0.08 0.014 0.01 0.000
36 —0.24 —0.041 0.01 —0.042
1 0.11 0.019 0.04 0.034
3 0.17 0.029 0.03 0.176
SGC22 17 2.77 0.470 0.01 0.004
18 2.74 0.465 0.01 0.004
19 2.94 0.499 0.01 0.004
20 2.68 0.455 0.01 0.004
21 2.53 0.430 0.01 0.004
22 2.06 0.350 0.02 0.010
23 1.56 0.265 0.01 0.006
24 1.87 0.318 0.01 0.006
25 1.75 0.297 0.01 0.006
26 1.56 0.265 0.01 0.006
27 1.07 0.182 0.02 0.019
28 1.12 0.190 0.01 0.009
51 1.33 0.226 0.03 0.023
52 1.31 0.222 0.03 0.023
53 1.06 0.180 0.05 0.028
54 1.25 0.212 0.05 0.040
55 1.53 0.260 0.08 0.052
56 0.90 0.153 0.06 0.067
57 0.83 0.141 0.11 —0.133
58 —0.16 —0.027 0.05 —0.313
Upstream water level H0 = 60.03 cm, Downstream water level H2 = 12.92 cm.
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Table 13. Pressure distribution and pressure fluctuation on the dam for type C without vertical
drop. (File name of test record: CP264)
File name Num— Time—average value of pres— Fluctuation value of pressure
of pres— ber of sure
sure dis— test
tributive points Absolute Relative value Root mean square Relative value
line value / 0.0981H, value
.
(kPa) (kPa) /
—ni
n
ii
YLC22 2 5.15 0.876 0.01 0.002
4 5.10 0.867 0.01 0.002
6 3.29 0.559 0.01 0.003
7 3.07 0.522 0.01 0.003
8 2.82 0.479 0.01 0.004
9 2.99 0.508 0.01 0.004
10 2.73 0.464 0.01 0.004
11 2.73 0.464 0.01 0.004
12 2.77 0.471 0.01 0.004
13 2.50 0.425 0.01 0.004
14 2.13 0.362 0.01 0.005
15 1.72 0.292 0.02 0.001
16 1.74 0.296 0.01 0.006
17 1.64 0.279 0.01 0.006
18 1.52 0.258 0.01 0.007
19 1.05 0.179 0.02 0.019
20 0.97 0.165 0.02 0.021
37 1.27 0.216 0.03 0.024
38 1.19 0.202 0.03 0.025
39 1.18 0.201 0.07 0.059
40 1.76 0.299 0.14 0.080
41 2.16 0.367 0.03 0.014
42 1.26 0.214 0.03 0.024
43 0.90 0.153 0.05 0.056
44 0.00 0.000 0.01 0.000
28 —1.26 —0.214 0.06 —0.048
30 —0.11 —0.019 0.06 —0.545
31 0.53 0.090 0.04 0.075
32 1.85 0.315 0.11 0.060
34 2.91 0.372 0.13 0.059
35 2.06 0.305 0.08 0.039
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Table 13. Cont.
File name Num— Time—average value of pres— Fluctuation value of pressure
of pres— her of sure
sure dis— test
tributive points Absolute Relative value Root mean square Relative valueline value / 0.0981H value
(kPa)
(kPa) ,/r-i-:-; /
—,ni
n
ii
YLC12 45 2.42 0.411 0.03 0.012
46 2.43 0.413 0.01 0.004
47 2.32 0.394 0.02 0.009
48 1.80 0.306 0.02 0.011
49 1.48 0.252 0.03 0.020
50 1.43 0.243 0.01 0.007
51 1.17 0.199 0.01 0.009
52 1.05 0.179 0.01 0.010
53 0.31 0.053 0.03 0.097
54 0.64 0.109 0.01 0.016
55 0.31 0.053 0.01 0.032
56 0.20 0.034 0.02 0.100
YLC33 33 0.02 0.003 0.02 0.010
36 0.02 0.003 0.01 0.500
1 0.13 0.022 0.03 0.231
3 0.12 0.020 0.02 0.167
SGC22 17 2.76 0.469 0.01 0.004
18 2.65 0.451 0.01 0.004
19 2.62 0.445 0.01 0.004
20 2.68 0.456 0.01 0.004
21 2.48 0.422 0.01 0.004
22 2.01 0.342 0.02 0.010
23 1.35 0.230 0.02 0.015
24 1.59 0.270 0.01 0.006
25 1.71 0.291 0.01 0.006
26 1.20 0.204 0.01 0.008
27 0.95 0.162 0.02 0.021
28 0.77 0.131 0.01 0.013
51 1.30 0.221 0.02 0.015
52 1.28 0.218 0.03 0.023
53 1.22 0.207 0.04 0.033
54 1.21 0.206 0.04 0.033
55 1.49 0.253 0.08 0.054
56 1.05 0.179 0.07 0.067
57 0.68 0.116 0.14 0.206
58
—0.19 —0.032 0.05
—0.263
Upstream water level H0 = 59.96 cm, Downstream water level H2 = 29.58 cm.
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Table 14. Pressure distribution and pressure fluctuation on the darn for type C without vertical
drop. (File name of test record: CP265)
File name Num— Time—average value of pres— Fluctuation value of pressure
of pres— ber of sure
sure dis— test
tributive points Absolute Relative value Root mean square Relative value
line 1
—
valuva1ue p. / 0.0981I4 e
(kPa) (kPa) /
YLC22 2 5.16 0.877 0.00 0.000
4 5.31 0.902 0.01 0.002
6 3.29 0.559 0.01 0.003
7 3.07 0.522 0.01 0.003
8 2.82 0.479 0.00 0.000
9 2.98 0.506 0.00 0.000
10 2.73 0.464 0.01 0.004
11 2.71 0.461 0.01 0.004
12 2.77 0.471 0.01 0.004
13 2.49 0.423 0.00 0.000
14 2.13 0.362 0.01 0.005
15 1.72 0.292 0.02 0.012
16 1.74 0.296 0.02 0.011
17 1.64 0.279 0.01 0.006
18 1.56 0.265 0.01 0.006
19 1.11 0.189 0.02 0.018
20 1.06 0.180 0.02 0.019
37 1.48 0.252 0.03 0.020
38 1.44 0.245 0.03 0.021
39 1.39 0.236 0.04 0.029
40 1.49 0.253 0.07 0.047
41 2.40 0.408 0.06 0.025
42 1.82 0.309 0.05 0.027
43 1.58 0.269 0.07 0.044
44 1.07 0.182 0.02 0.019
28 0.46 0.078 0.11 0.239
30 1.00 0.170 0.16 0.160
31 2.29 0.389 0.04 0.017
32 3.60 0.612 0.05 0.014
34 3.99 0.678 0.06 0.015
35 3.87 0.658 0.06 0.016
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Table 14. Cont.
File name Num— Time—average value of pres— Fluctuation value of pressure
of pres— ber of sure
sure dis— test
tributive points Absolute Relative value Root mean square Relative value
line value
./0.0981H value
j. (kPa) (kPa) VP’ /
n
YLC12 45 2.44 0.415 0.03 0.012
46 2.43 0.413 0.01 0.004
47 2.31 0.393 0.02 0.009
48 1.80 0.306 0.02 0.011
49 1.48 0.252 0.03 0.020
50 1.43 0.243 0.01 0.007
51 1.19 0.202 0.01 0.008
52 1.09 0.185 0.01 0.009
53 0.38 0.065 0.03 0.079
54 0.72 0.122 0.01 0.014
55 0.44 0.075 0.02 0.045
56 0.38 0.065 0.03 0.079
YLC33 533 0.02 0.008 0.00 0.000
36 0.07 0.012 0.09 1.286
1 044 0.075 0.13 0.295
3 0.51 0.087 0.16 0315
SGC22 17 2.77 0.471 0.01 0.004
18 2.67 0.454 0.01 0.004
19 2.64 0.449 0.01 0.004
20 2.69 0.457 0.01 0.004
21 2.49 0.423 0.01 0.004
22 2.03 0.345 0.02 0.010
23 1.38 0.235 0.02 0.014
24 1.61 0.274 0.01 0.006
25 1.73 0.294 0.01 0.006
26 1.24 0.211 0.01 0.008
27 L02 0.173 0.02 0.020
28 0.87 0.148 0.01 0.011
51 1.50 0.255 0.02 0.013
52 1.48 0.252 0.03 0.020
53 1.41 0.240 0.05 0.035
54 1.41 0.240 0.06 0.043
55 2.26 0.384 0.12 0.053
56 2.06 0.350 0.06 0.029
57 1.90 0.323 0.09 0.047
58 1.53 0.260 0.07 0.046
Upstream water level H0 = 59.98 cm, Downstream water level H2 = 41.44 cm.
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Table 15. Pressure distribution and pressure fluctuation on the dam for type C without vertical
drop. (File name of test record: CP266)
File name Num— Time—average value of pres— Fluctuation value of pressure
of pres— ber of sure
sure dis— test
tributive points Absolute Relative value Root mean square Relative value
line value / 0.0981H value
.(kPa) VT (lcPa) /• niln ii
YLC22 2 5.16 0.877 0.00 0.000
4 5.31 0.903 0.01 0.002
6 3.30 0.561 0.01 0.003
7 3.08 0.524 0.01 0.003
8 2.82 0.479 0.01 0.004
9 2.99 0.508 0.01 0.003
10 2.74 0.466 0.01 0.004
11 2.71 0.461 0.01 0.004
12 2.77 0.471 0.01 0.004
13 2.50 0.425 0.00 0.000
14 2.12 0.360 0.02 0.009
15 1.73 0.294 0.02 0.012
16 1.78 0.303 0.02 0.011
17 1.72 0.292 0.02 0.012
18 1.71 0.291 0.01 0.006
19 1.38 0.235 0.02 0.014
20 1.44 0.245 0.02 0.014
37 2.14 0.364 0.03 0.014
38 2.13 0.362 0.03 0.014
39 2.09 0.355 0.04 0.019
40 2.10 0.357 0.04 0.019
41 2.22 0.377 0.06 0.027
42 2.32 0.394 0.07 0.030
43 2.35 0.400 0.07 0.030
44 2.51 0.427 0.03 0.012
28 2.31 0.393 0.05 0.022
30 2.61 0.444 0.04 0.015
31 2.15 0.536 0.04 0.013
• 32 4.21 0.716 0.04 0.010
34 4.58 0.779 0.04 0.009
35 4.57 0.777 0.04 0.009
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Table 15. Cont.
File name Num— Time—average value of pres— Fluctuation value of pressure
of pres— her of sure
sure dis— test
tributive points Absolute Relative value Root mean square Relative valueline value / 0.0981H value
.
(kPa)
(kPa) / pnin
YLC12 45 2.45 0.417 0.03 0.012
46 2.43 0.413 0.01 0.004
47 2.32 0.394 0.02 0.009
48 1.81 0.308 0.02 0.011
49 1.50 0.255 0.03 0.020
50 1.46 0.248 0.02 0.014
51 1.25 0.213 0.01 0.008
52 1.25 0.213 0.01 0.009
53 0.71 0.121 0.03 0.042
54 1.07 0.182 0.02 0.019
55 0.99 0.168 0.02 0.020
56 1.03 0.175 0.03 0.029
YLC33 533 0.28 0.048 0.03 0.107
36 0.77 0.131 0.03 0.039
1 1.18 0.201 0.04 0.034
3 1.22 0.207 0.02 0.016
SGC22 17 2.77 0.471 0.01 0.004
18 2.67 0.454 0.01 0.004
19 2.63 0.447 0.01 0.004
20 2.69 0.457 0.01 0.004
21 2.48 0.422 0.02 0.008
22 2.03 0.345 0.02 0.010
23 1.38 0.235 0.02 0.014
24 1.63 0.277 0.01 0.006
25 1.80 0.306 0.01 0.006
26 1.39 0.236 0.01 0.006
27 1.28 0.218 0.02 0.016
28 1.23 0.209 0.02 0.016
51 2.04 0.347 0.02 0.010
52 2.02 0.343 0.04 0.020
53 2.04 0.347 0.05 0.025
54 2.36 0.401 0.09 0.038
55 2.73 0.464 0.06 0.022
56 2.52 0.428 0.05 0.020
57 2.47 0.420 0.08 0.032
58 2.31 0.393 0.06 0.026
Upstream water level H0 = 59.99 cm, Downstream water level H2 = 48.12 cm.
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4. The RMS values of impacting pressure fluctuation are quite high, formed by the jet
impact on the downstream slope surface or on the bottom of the drop when the jet
comes. from the passage of the darn breach opening, or on the downstream slope
surface when the jet comes from the drop.
5. The RMS values and their relative values on the exit bottom of the darn breach
passage, at the place ahead and behind the intersection line of the drop bottom with
the downstream slope surface, on the exit side surface of the dam breach opening
as well as on the side surface ahead and behind the intersection line of the drop
side surface with the downstream slope surface, are relatively high.
6. When the downstream level is gradually raised thus causing downstream hydraulic
jump gradually to shift upstream, the pressure fluctuation and time—average
pressure at the head of the hydraulic jump are evidently intensified.
According to the above—mentioned test results, it is expected that: in the process of a
dam breach in progress, the sharp corner prism portion of the dam body and the toe of
the downstream slope will first suffer from erosion damage. Then the bottom and both
sides of the downstream notch of the dam breach passage tend to be enlarged due to
erosion and slump, and finally all will collapse. This is the process of the breach.
During this process, the direct scouring by water flow plays a considerable role. It is
probably more or less related to the existence of higher pressure fluctuation in some
places.
(4) Relationship between the Upstream Level and Discharge and the Effects of the
Downstream Level
The relationships between the upstream level and discharge of model Type A with or
without vertical drop in a situation of free fall are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. The same
for model Type B and C are shown in Figs. 14 and 15 respectively.
Models Type A and C in a situation of a fixed upstream level were also studied to find
the relationship between the downstream level and discharge, which is shown in Figs.
16 and 17. It reflects the effect of the downstream level.
It can be seen from the test results that
1. the hydraulic characteristics of the flow passing a fixed dam breach opening is
basically and practically similar to a broad crest weir flow with side contraction
and diffusion.
2. for a given downstream level, with or without vertical drop, the passage end has no
effect on the relationship of the upstream level versus discharge.
3. for a given upstream level, the variation of downstream level will not influence the
magnitude of discharge, if it is lower than a certain critical value range. This is due
to the fact that under usual conditions when water flows into a dam breach opening
through contraction and dropping, the main current still remains a shooting flow.
Therefore, the disturbance induced by the variation of downstream level can only
transfer to hydraulic jump instead of reaching the upstream level. Hence variation
in the downstream level does not influence either discharge or upstream level. Only
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if the downstream level exceeds its corresponding critical bound, the flow motion
between upstream and downstream will shift to subcritical flow. At this moment,
the disturbance caused by the variation of downstream level will transfer upstream,
which would induce the decrease of discharge, even cause raising of the upstream
level near the dam.
H, (m)
*o:ii
0.9 5.8 10.9 15.8 28.0 25.0 3’9 Q ( L/s)
Fig. 12. Upstream water level versus discharge of Model Type A without a vertical drop.
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F
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Fig. 13. Upstream water level versus discharge of Model Type A with a vertical drop.
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Fig. 14. Upstream water level versus discharge of Model Type B.
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Fig. 15. Upstream water level versus discharge of Model Type C.
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Fig. 16. Downstream level (H2) versus discharge of Model Type A.
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Fig. 17. Downstream level (ll2) versus discharge of Model Type C.
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4. The critical value of downstream level increases with the raising of the upstream
level. According to reference (1), the relative value would be
h /H1 = 0.75 — 0.85;
where h — downstream water head measured from the bottom of the breach,
H1 — upstream water head measured from the bottom of the breach.
In the present test, it is 0.66—0.81. The reason why the value leans to the lower
side is pending further investigation, but it might be a result of a three—dimensional
effect.
(5) Velocity Distribution in the Cross Section of the Dam Breach Opening
For the tested three categories of various model types of fixed dam breach opening
under high water level, the velocity distributions in the cross section of the breach are
shown in Figs. 18 to 21.
The following features can be seen from the test results presented here:
1. As already mentioned, the flow motion in the passage of the dam breach opening
observed in the model is a very complicated three—dimensional flow. The velocity
in the cross section in the breach is basically uniform except near the wall or near
the free surface where the velocity is a bit lower.
2. For a given downstream level the passing flow area and velocity distribution in the
cross section of the breach opening are only related to the upstream level without
any effect by the existence or absence of the vertical drop—end. Under certain fixed
upstream levels, the passing flow area and velocity distribution do not vary with the
downstream level until it reaches the critical value. If the downstream level exceeds
the critical value, the said flow area will increase as the downstream level raises
and the average velocity will reduce, thus affecting corresponding discharge
decrease.
3. For model Type A, when the upstream level is 75 mm and the downstream level
either below or above the critical value, and for models Type B and C, when the
upstream level is 70 cm with downstream level below the critical value, the passing
flow area S and the average velocity
nil
in the cross section of the dam breach opening are listed in Table 16. It can be seen
from the Table that the average velocity of said cross section obtained from the
computation according to the measurement of velocity distribution is practically
conformable to that computed directly from measured discharge
(V = Q / S).
I50 C fl/
Li
I I
Li H
Fig. 19. Velocity distribution on transversal cross section in the passage of dam breach
opening in Model Type A (H0 = 75 cm, H2 = 16 cm).
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Fig. 18. Velocity distribution on transversal cross section in the passage of dam breach
opening in Model Type A (H0 = 75 cm, ll2 = 69 cm).
10 cm
Fig. 20. Velocity distribution in a transversal cross section
breach opening in Model Type B (H0 = 70 cm, H2 = 30 cm).
30cm
in the passage of a dam
Fig. 21. Velocity distribution in a transversal cross section in the passage of a dam
breach opening in Model Type C (H0 = 70 cm, H2 = 30 cm).
Table 16. Average velocity in the cross section of the breach opening.
Model Up— Down— Middle cross Average Velocity V (cm/s)
stream stream section pas—
level level sing flow
(cm) (cm) areas (cm2) V
A 75 69 265.5 110.4 104.7
16 245.9 148.5 124.4
B 70 30 559.8 153.3 154.5
C 70 30 719.3 161.5 163.9
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4 CONCLUSIVE REMARKS
The water flow passing through a dam breach opening and the flow motion downstream
are a relatively complicated three—dimensional flow motion. The characteristics of
time—average pressure distribution and pulsating pressure, relationship of water level
versus discharge and the effect of the variation in the downstream level are all
diversified due to the difference in the configuration of the dam breach opening.
Some qualitative understanding concerning the dam breach flow has been obtained
through experimental study on a fixed dam breach opening model. It will be helpful for
further investigation of computation of dam breach hydrodynamics and soil mechanics
for the stability of a dam under a hydrodynamic load.
The present model test was a preliminary study, far from being perfect and complete.
It must be pointed out that for an actual earth or rock—filled dam break problem, it is
not only a matter of hydrodynamics, but also of soil mechanics, sedimentation, structure
and material. Major factors affecting a dam break are multiple, involving quite a variety
of aspects. Such a complicated prOblem can not be fully solved either merely by
hydraulic model studies or by a fixed dam breach opening model test. Besides,
according to the current experience accumulated by predecessors, major opinion is that
the cause leading to the soil or rock—filled darn break is mainly the alternative action
of flow, scouring, starting from the downstream slope and gradually extending
upstream, pitting and collapsing. Therefore, extensive and intensive research of the
process of an embankment darn break with the aid of dynamic model testing and
prototype investigation would be needed to finally solve this problem for good.
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